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Background: The five-dimensional quadrupole collective model based on energy density functionals (EDFs)
has often been employed to treat long-range correlations associated with shape fluctuations in nuclei. Our goal is
to derive the collective inertial functions in the collective Hamiltonian by the local quasiparticle random-phase
approximation (QRPA) that correctly takes into account time-odd mean-field effects. Currently, a practical
framework to perform the QRPA calculation with the modern EDFs on the (β,γ ) deformation space is not
available.
Purpose: Toward this goal, we develop an efficient numerical method to perform the QRPA calculation on the
(β,γ ) deformation space based on the Skyrme EDF.
Methods: We use the finite amplitude method (FAM) for the efficient calculation of QRPA strength functions for
multipole external fields. We construct a computational code of FAM-QRPA in the three-dimensional Cartesian
coordinate space to handle triaxially deformed superfluid nuclei.
Results: We validate our new code by comparing our results with former QRPA calculations for axially symmetric
nuclei. Isoscalar quadrupole strength functions in triaxial superfluid nuclei 110Ru and 190Pt are obtained within a
reasonable computational cost.
Conclusions: QRPA calculations for triaxially deformed superfluid nuclei based on the Skyrme EDF are achieved
with the help of the FAM. This is an important step toward the microscopic calculation of collective inertial
functions of the local QRPA.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevC.96.041304
Introduction. The shape of atomic nuclei is influenced
strongly by the quantum nature of nuclear systems. Excitation
spectra and their transition probabilities clearly indicate the
existence of shape fluctuations and shape coexistence [1],
particularly in transitional regions from spherical to deformed
shapes in the ground state. The long-lived fission products
(LLFP) from uranium fueled reactors, such as Pd and Zr
isotopes, are located in transitional regions on the nuclear
chart and demonstrate the shape mixing and coexistence. It is
important to understand the basic properties of the LLFPs to
develop a possible nuclear transmutation method, which is the
main target of an ImPACT program “Reduction and Resource
Recycling of High-level Radioactive Wastes through Nuclear
Transmutation” [2].
One of the standard methods of investigating nuclear many-
body problems is the nuclear energy density functional (EDF)
theory [3]. The nuclear EDF well describes the ground-state
properties of atomic nuclei. However, on the mean-field level,
it cannot describe shape fluctuations and shape coexistence.
We need to go beyond the mean field for a description of
such phenomena, including quantum fluctuations associated
with the large-amplitude collective motion. If the EDF were
constructed as an expectation value of a well-defined Hamil-
tonian, a possible extension would be the generator coordinate
method (GCM) [4–6]. However, most of the EDFs are known
to have a singular behavior [7,8], which prevents us from the
straightforward application of the GCM.
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A practical alternative to the GCM may be the collective
Hamiltonian method. The five-dimensional quadrupole col-
lective Hamiltonian with quadrupole deformation parameters
(β,γ ) and three Euler angles is constructed from the EDF-
based calculation of Skyrme, Gogny, and covariant EDFs
[9–11]. The collective potential is obtained by the con-
strained minimization of the EDF, whereas for the collective
inertial functions, the Inglis-Belyaev cranking formula is
employed. Therefore, the time-odd components in the mean
field are neglected in those studies, and an empirical enhance-
ment factor of 1.2–1.4 is often adopted for the collective
inertias.
Starting from the adiabatic self-consistent collective co-
ordinate method [12–14], Hinohara et al. microscopically
constructed the quadrupole collective Hamiltonian [15].
The collective potential is provided by the Hartree-Fock-
Bogoliubov (HFB) calculation with constraints on the (β,γ )
values. The collective inertial functions are given as those
of normal modes of the local quasiparticle random-phase
approximation (QRPA), which properly includes time-odd
components in the mean field. The numerical calculation
was performed with the pairing-plus-quadrupole (P + Q)
Hamiltonian. They showed a significant time-odd effect on
collective inertial functions and on excitation levels in nuclei.
Our goal is an extension of the work by Hinohara and co-
workers [15–17], that is, to replace the semiphenomenological
P + Q Hamiltonian by modern Skyrme EDFs. It will also be
an extension to include the γ degree of freedom from the
work of Yoshida and Hinohara [18] that constructed a three-
dimensional (3D) quadrupole collective Hamiltonian based on
the Skyrme EDF restricted to axially symmetric shapes.
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In order to achieve this goal, the challenge is to perform
the local QRPA with a Skyrme EDF at the constrained
HFB states of triaxial shapes. The axially deformed QRPA
calculations with the modern Skyrme, Gogny, and covariant
EDFs have recently become available [19–23], and the 3D RPA
calculations without pairing were achieved [24–27]. However,
currently, an efficient framework to solve the self-consistent
QRPA with modern EDFs applicable to triaxial shapes is still
missing, although there are some related studies using the
real-time method [28–32].
In this Rapid Communication, as a first step toward the goal,
we construct an efficient QRPA solver for triaxially deformed
superfluid nuclei with the Skyrme EDF with the help of the fi-
nite amplitude method (FAM) [33,34] (see Refs. [25,26,35–51]
for applications of the FAM). We start from the HFB code
using the two-basis method of the 3D Cartesian coordinate
representation. We apply the method to multipole modes of
excitation in triaxial nuclei as well as in axially symmetric
nuclei for a benchmark and show its feasibility.
Development of the 3D FAM-QRPA. Since the details of the
derivation of the FAM equations for the QRPA can be found in
Refs. [34,35], here we recapitulate the basic idea and formulas
of the FAM. We start from the linear-response equation,
(Eμ + Eν − ω)Xμν(ω) + δH 20μν(ω) = −F 20μν, (1a)
(Eμ + Eν + ω)Yμν(ω) + δH 02μν(ω) = −F 02μν, (1b)
where X and Y are FAM amplitudes at a given frequency
ω. δH 20(02) and F 20(02) are two-quasiparticle matrix elements
of an induced Hamiltonian and an external field, respectively
[34].
The FAM equation is solved iteratively at eachω. First, from
the X and Y amplitudes at the previous iteration, the induced
density δρ and pairing tensors δκ and δκ are calculated as
δρ = UXV T + V ∗Y T U †, (2)
δκ = UXUT + V ∗Y T V †, (3)
δκ = V ∗X†V † + UY ∗UT , (4)
where U and V matrices are taken from the HFB ground state.
The induced pair density has two independent components; δκ
is proportional to e−iωt and the other δκ is proportional to eiωt
[34].
Next, induced HF Hamiltonian δh and pair fields δ	 and
δ	 are obtained using a small real parameter η as
δh = 1
η
(h[ρ + η δρ] − h[ρ]) = h(1)[δρ] + δh(α)[ρ,δρ], (5a)
δ	 = 1
η
(	[κ + η δκ] − 	[κ]) = 	[δκ], (5b)
δ	 = 1
η
(	[κ + η δκ] − 	[κ]) = 	[δκ], (5c)
where ρ and κ are the density and pair tensor in the ground
state, respectively. Most of the terms in the HF Hamiltonian
h linearly depend on ρ, whereas there is a term with density
dependence of fractional power ρα . We denote here the former
as h(1) and the latter as h(α); h = h(1) + h(α). At the last
equality for each field in Eq. (5), the explicit linearization with
respect to induced densities is performed for δh(α), whereas the
rest of the terms can be obtained by simply replacing ρ by δρ.
In this Rapid Communication, we use the volume-type pairing
without density dependence, thus, δ	 can be calculated as
the last equation of Eq. (5b). If the pair field 	 has a density
dependence, the explicit linearization is required for 	, similar
to δh(α). In the present scheme [44], the induced fields (5) do
not depend on η, which was required by the original FAM
formulation [33].
Finally, δH 20 and δH 02 are constructed from δh, δκ , and
δκ , and then, new X and Y amplitudes are obtained from
Eq. (1). We employ the modified Broyden method [52] for
the FAM iterations. The convergence is reached in about
60–70 iterations at most when the convergence condition
is set as the maximum difference between two successive
iterations of X and Y less than 10−7; |X(n)μν − X(n−1)μν | < 10−7
and |Y (n)μν − Y (n−1)μν | < 10−7 for ∀ μν. The imaginary part of
the frequency ω has been introduced as ω → ω + iγ with
γ = 0.5 MeV. The spacing in discretized ω is taken to be
0.25 MeV to compute strength functions in the following.
The FAM strength function at each ω is obtained with the
converged X(ω) and Y (ω) amplitudes as
S(ω) = − 1
π
Im
(∑
μ<ν
F 20∗μν Xμν(ω) + F 02∗μν Yμν(ω)
)
. (6)
We use the one-body external operators as
∑A
i=1 e
eff
i fLK (r i)
with fLK (r i) = rLi YLK (rˆ i) and with f00(r i) = r2i for the
monopole operator. The effective charge is adopted as eeff =
eZ/A for the isoscalar operators and for isovector operators
eeff = eZ/A (−eN/A) for neutrons (protons). We define the
quadrupole operators with the x-signature quantum number
of rx = ±1 as Q(±)2K = (f2K ± f2−K )/
√
2 for K > 0. These
operators are written in a simple form in terms of the Cartesian
coordinate (x,y,z) and convenient in the 3D code. Choosing
the z axis as the symmetry axis, the strength function for Q(+)2K
in axially symmetric nuclei is identical to that for Q(−)2K . For
spherical nuclei, all the quadrupole operators with different K
and rx quantum numbers carry equal strengths.
We have constructed a 3D FAM-QRPA code based on the
3D Skyrme-HFB code CR8 [53–55], which is an extension
of the 3D HF + BCS code EV8 [56,57]. The ground state is
obtained by the two-basis method [54,55] where the HF basis
that diagonalizes the HF Hamiltonian and the canonical basis
that diagonalizes the density matrix are used simultaneously.
The single-particle wave functions are represented on the
square mesh in the 3D Cartesian space and eigenstates of
the z signature, the parity, and the y time simplex. As
a result, each single-particle wave function has a specific
reflection symmetry about the x = 0, y = 0, and z = 0 planes
[53,56–59]. We take into account these symmetry properties
when calculating two-quasiparticle matrix elements of the
induced densities and fields in the FAM equations, which
significantly reduce the computational task. The working
volume is then limited to only 1/8 space (x > 0, y > 0, z> 0)
of the whole volume for both HFB and FAM computations.
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The mesh spacing of 	x = 	y = 	z = 0.8 fm is used in
HFB and the FAM. Note that, since the present FAM code
can calculate only excitation modes which conserve parity
and z-signature symmetries, the K = 1 modes of quadrupole
excitation (Q(±)21 ∼ yz and zx), which violate the z-signature
symmetry, cannot be computed. For this case, we rotate the
ground-state wave functions to switch the labeling of the axes
(x,y,z) so as to perform yz(zx) → xy. Then, these modes
conserve the z signature, and the present FAM code can handle
these.
We used SkM∗ [60] and SLy4 [61] parametrizations, which
have been used widely and known to be stable for the QRPA
calculations. We used the volume pairing with a pairing
window of 20 MeV above and below the Fermi energy in
the HF basis described in Refs. [56–58]. We applied the
same pairing-cutoff procedure for both HFB and FAM-QRPA
calculations. The pairing strength was determined so as to
reproduce the neutron pairing gap of 1.25 MeV in 120Sn. For
simplicity, we used the same pairing strength for neutrons and
protons.
Before showing our results, we note the treatment of the
boundary condition in the HFB calculations. The continuum
(positive-energy) HF states in the cubic boundary condition,
which has been used in the codes CR8 and EV8, violate the
spherical symmetry in our FAM calculation. For the isoscalar
quadrupole modes in the spherical nucleus 20O, the strengths
at energies around the giant resonance vary depending on K
(about a 30% difference at most). To avoid this symmetry-
violation effect, we try to mimic the sphere-type boundary
condition, namely, add artificial potentials to the HF potential
Vsph(r) = 1000 MeV at r > Rmax and Vsph(r) = 0 at r <
Rmax. We confirmed that this change in the boundary condition
does not affect the ground-state property. Furthermore, we
obtained that the difference in the giant resonance strengths
among different K modes is at most 4% for 20O, which is
the same order of the deviation observed in the unperturbed
strengths of different K modes.
Results. We first compute isoscalar quadrupole modes of an
axially symmetric nucleus 24Mg with the SkM∗ EDF to test our
computational code. We adopt the square mesh space of 153
and Rmax = 12.4 fm. The number of HF-basis states is 910 for
both protons and neutrons. We obtained the prolately deformed
ground state with β = 0.49. In this configuration, the pairing
vanishes for both neutrons and protons. Figure 1(a) shows
the isoscalar quadrupole strengths of 24Mg. By comparing our
result to a previous FAM investigation based on the axially
symmetric HFBTHO in Ref. [44], included in Fig. 1(b), we
found good agreement of the peak energies as well as the
shapes of the strength functions in each K . The widths of
the giant resonances for all K modes in our strengths are
wider than those in Ref. [44]. The peak of the K = 1 spurious
mode associated with the rotational-symmetry breaking in the
ground state appears at a finite energy (ω ≈ 1.5 MeV). This
deviation from zero energy is due to the use of the finite
mesh size, which was discussed extensively in Ref. [23].
The energy-weighted sum-rule (EWSR) values summed up
to ω = 50 MeV are exhausted by 98.5% (K = 0) and 98.4%
(K = 2). The strengths with rx = ±1 coincide for K = 1
and 2.
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FIG. 1. (a) Isoscalar quadrupole strengths of different K modes
as a function of ω for 24Mg calculated with SkM∗ and (b) compared
with those in Ref. [44].
Figure 2(a) shows isoscalar and isovector monopole
strengths in a prolately deformed superfluid nucleus 100Zr
computed with 173 mesh (Rmax = 14.0 fm) and 1120 HF-basis
states with the SLy4 EDF. The obtained ground state has
a finite pairing gap for protons (normal phase in neutrons)
and β = 0.43. Compared with the previous axial matrix-form
QRPA [63] and FAM-QRPA [35] [included in Fig. 2(b)], nice
agreement on the peak energies is obtained, even though
we used different pairing functionals and different pairing
cutoffs from those in Refs. [35,63]. In Fig. 2(a), we also
show the dependence on the pairing window energy. The
pairing strength of each pairing window was adjusted with
the method mentioned above. No significant dependence
of pairing window energy is observed in the strengths.
Furthermore, the 0+ spurious modes corresponding to the pair
rotation are not seen in the monopole strength function. This
indicates good decoupling between the pair and the monopole
modes of excitation.
We show the isoscalar quadrupole strengths of 92Zr and
94Zr in Fig. 3, which are next to an LLFP 93Zr. The model
space was same as in 100Zr, but the SkM∗ EDF was used. The
ground states of 92Zr and 94Zr are spherical and superfluid in
both neutrons and protons. Since these nuclei are spherical in
their ground states, the strengths of different K modes agree
with each other. The giant resonance peaks appear at around
15 MeV, whereas we also observe that the lowest peak is
located at about ω ≈ 1 MeV. These low-energy modes are
expected to play an important role in the shape fluctuation,
which will be our future target.
Finally, we show the isoscalar quadrupole modes in
triaxially deformed superfluid nuclei. A typical mass region
of appearance of the triaxial ground state is the A ≈ 100
041304-3
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FIG. 2. (a) Isoscalar (IS) and isovector (IV) monopole strengths
as a function of ω for 100Zr with SLy4 and with different pairing
window energies Ew = 20 MeV (the solid line), 5 MeV (the cross),
and 60 MeV (the diamond) and (b) compared with those in Ref. [35]
(numerical data from Ref. [62]).
region and Pt isotopes [31,32]. Here we take 110Ru and 190Pt,
calculated with the SkM∗ EDF. We set the longest, middle, and
shortest axes to be z, x, and y axes, respectively. Note that the
magnetic quantum number K is not a good quantum number
for triaxial nuclei. For our convenience, however, we use the
K values to specify the type of quadrupole operators Q(±)2K .
Figures 4(a) and 4(b) show the isoscalar quadrupole
strengths of 110Ru and of 190Pt, respectively. In both nuclei,
neutrons are in the superfluid phase, whereas protons are
not. The obtained quadrupole deformation parameters are
β = 0.32, γ = 19◦ for 110Ru with the same model space as
in Fig. 3. For 190Pt with an enlarged model space as 193
mesh (Rmax = 15.6 fm) and 1360 HF-basis states, we obtain
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FIG. 3. Isoscalar quadrupole strengths for spherical nuclei 92Zr
(purple) and 94Zr (green). All the strengths with K = 0, 1, and 2 (the
solid, dashed, and dot-dashed lines) and rx = ±1 are identical.
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FIG. 4. Isoscalar quadrupole strengths for triaxial nuclei (a) 110Ru
and (b) 190Pt.
the ground state with β = 0.19, γ = 21◦. In both nuclei, our
calculation clearly produces additional signature splitting of
the strength in which the peaks with different x signatures
no longer coincide due to the triaxial deformation. We obtain
three spurious modes near zero energy due to the existence
of rotations around the x, y, and z axes. The EWSR values
are well satisfied, 98% to 99% for K = 0 and (K,rx) = (2,+)
modes. We have also confirmed that the isoscalar quadrupole
response has no significant dependence on the pairing window
in a range from 10 to 50 MeV.
For the isoscalar quadrupole Q20 of 110Ru, we examine in
detail the convergence property of the EWSR with respect to
the number of HF-basis states. Table I shows the calculated
EWSR values with the FAM. For neutrons in NHF  728 and
TABLE I. EWSR values summed up to ω = 50 MeV for the
isoscalar quadrupole K = 0 strength in units of MeV e2 fm4 in
110Ru with different numbers of HF-basis states NHF and of two-
quasiparticle states N2qp. The last two rows show the maximum
quasiparticle energies EmaxQP (in MeV) of neutrons (n) and protons
(p).
NHF N2qp EWSR EmaxQP,n EmaxQP,p
240 7400 6912 41.3 34.2
440 24650 7121 41.3 39.8
728 67130 7160 41.3 49.5
910 104713 7164 45.9 55.3
1120 158368 7166 50.6 60.2
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protons in NHF = 240, the main component of the highest
quasiparticle state is the deepest hole state in the HF basis. We
reach an approximate convergence of the EWSR at NHF  728
which corresponds to the number of two-quasiparticle states
N2qp  67,130. In the present 3D calculation, even though the
size of the space is reduced by incorporating the parity and the
z-signature symmetry, the number of two-quasiparticle states
easily exceeds 100 000. It requires enormous computational
power and memory capacity to explicitly construct such
large QRPA matrices. The FAM significantly reduces the
computational burden and provides a feasible numerical
approach to the QRPA.
Conclusions. Toward fully microscopic and nonempirical
construction of the five-dimensional quadrupole collective
Hamiltonian, we have developed a 3D FAM-QRPA code ap-
plicable to triaxially deformed nuclei with superfluidity. We
demonstrated that the results showed good agreement with the
previous axial QRPA results on multipole modes of excitation
in the axially symmetric nuclei 24Mg and 100Zr. In axially
deformed nuclei, the quadrupole strength functions with a
given K value and different rx quantum numbers coincide with
each other. The rotational zero-energy modes around the x and
y axes exist, but those around the z (symmetry) axis do not.
We applied our 3D FAM-QRPA to isoscalar quadrupole
modes in the triaxially deformed superfluid nuclei 110Ru and
190Pt. Five different peaks in the strength functions appear
depending on K and the signature rx . Three rotational
modes also emerge at zero energy, associated with rota-
tions about all three axes (x,y,z) because of the triaxial
deformation.
The present FAM computation depends mainly on the
numbers of the mesh points and of the HF-basis states. The
computation of the isoscalar quadrupole strength for 201 ω
points in Fig. 4(b) is about 350 CPU h in total and 3.5-GB
memory. This indicates the efficiency of our computational
method and feasibility in currently available computational
resources.
We intend to develop a parallelized local QRPA computer
code based on the present FAM-QRPA framework to derive
the collective inertial functions at every (β,γ ) point. To obtain
low-lying discrete normal modes in the local QRPA, the
contour integration technique of Ref. [38] may be useful. The
extension of the present FAM-QRPA to the local QRPA is in
progress.
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